In the Name of Allah, Most Beneficent, Most Merciful
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Years 3 to 10
(2015)
Our mission is to educate students with strong
Islamic values and beliefs and provide an
excellent academic foundation for students to
advance according to their capabilities bestowed
on them by Allah (SWT) to excel and achieve
their career goals and live harmoniously within
the wider community.

Technologies
RATIONALE
Technologies enrich and impact on the lives of people and societies globally. Australia needs enterprising
individuals who can make discerning decisions about the development and use of technologies and who
can independently and collaboratively develop solutions to complex challenges and contribute to
sustainable patterns of living. Technologies can play an important role in transforming, restoring and
sustaining societies and natural, managed, and constructed environments.
The Australian Curriculum: Technologies will ensure that all students benefit from learning about and
working with traditional, contemporary and emerging technologies that shape the world in which we live.
This learning area encourages students to apply their knowledge and practical skills and processes when
using technologies and other resources to create innovative solutions, independently and collaboratively,
that meet current and future needs.
The practical nature of the Technologies learning area engages students in critical and creative thinking,
including understanding interrelationships in systems when solving complex problems. A systematic
approach to experimentation, problem-solving, prototyping and evaluation instils in students the value of
planning and reviewing processes to realise ideas.

AIMS
Technologies aim to develop the knowledge, understanding and skills to ensure that, individually and
collaboratively, students:






investigate, design, plan, manage, create and evaluate solutions
are creative, innovative and enterprising when using traditional, contemporary and emerging
technologies, and understand how technologies have developed over time
make informed and ethical decisions about the role, impact and use of technologies in the economy,
environment and society for a sustainable future
engage confidently with and responsibly select and manipulate appropriate technologies −
materials, data, systems, components, tools and equipment − when designing and creating solutions
critique, analyse and evaluate problems, needs or opportunities to identify and create solutions.

At AIIC the students are taught the following subject:
Design and Technologies, in which students use design thinking and technologies to generate and
produce designed solutions for authentic needs and opportunities.
Topics include: Digital Citizenship; Internet; Desktop Publishing; Digital Graphics; Web Design;
Film Making; Animation; Programming; Word Processing; Spreadsheets; Databases; and
Multimedia.

YEAR 3 AND 4 TECHNOLOGIES (ICT)
Learning in Design and Technologies builds on concepts, skills and processes developed in earlier years,
and teachers will revisit, strengthen and extend these as needed.
By the end of Year 4 students will have had the opportunity to create designed solutions at least once in
Materials and technologies specialisations. Students should have opportunities to experience designing
and producing products, services and environments.

In Year 3 and 4 students develop a sense of self and ownership of their ideas and thinking about their
peers and communities and as consumers. Students explore and learn to harness their creative, innovative
and imaginative ideas and approaches to achieve designed products, services and environments. They do
this through planning and awareness of the characteristics and properties of materials and the use of tools
and equipment. They learn to reflect on their actions to refine their working and develop their decisionmaking skills. Students examine social and environmental sustainability implications of existing products
and processes to raise awareness of their place in the world. They compare their predicted implications
with real-world case studies including those from the Asia region, and recognise that designs and
technologies can affect people and their environments. They become aware of the role of those working
in design and technologies occupations and how they think about the way a product might change in the
future.
Using a range of technologies including a variety of graphical representation techniques to communicate,
students clarify and present ideas, for example by drawing annotated diagrams; modelling objects as
three-dimensional images from different views by visualising rotating images and using materials.
Students recognise techniques for documenting design and production ideas such as basic drawing
symbols, and use simple flow diagrams.
Students become aware of the appropriate ways to manage their time and focus. With teacher guidance,
they identify and list criteria for success including in relation to preferred futures and the major steps
needed to complete a design task. They show an understanding of the importance of planning when
designing solutions, in particular when collaborating. Students identify safety issues and learn to follow
simple safety rules when producing designed solutions.

YEAR 5 AND 6 TECHNOLOGIES (ICT)
Learning in Design and Technologies builds on concepts, skills and processes developed in earlier years,
and teachers will revisit, strengthen and extend these as needed.
By the end of Year 6 students will have had the opportunity to create designed solutions at least once in
Materials and technologies specialisations. Students should have opportunities to experience designing
and producing products, services and environments.
In Year 5 and 6 students critically examine technologies − materials, systems, components, tools and
equipment − that are used regularly in the home and in local, national, regional or global communities,
with consideration of society, ethics and social and environmental sustainability factors. Students
consider why and for whom technologies were developed.
Students engage with ideas beyond the familiar, exploring how design and technologies and the people
working in a range of technologies contexts contribute to society. They seek to explore innovation and
establish their own design capabilities. Students are given new opportunities for clarifying their thinking,
creativity, analysis, problem-solving and decision-making. They explore trends and data to imagine what
the future will be like and suggest design decisions that contribute positively to preferred futures.
Using a range of technologies including a variety of graphical representation techniques to communicate,
students represent objects and ideas in a variety of forms such as thumbnail sketches, models, drawings,
diagrams and storyboards to illustrate the development of designed solutions. They use a range of
techniques such as labelling and annotating sequenced sketches and diagrams to illustrate how products
function; and recognise and use a range of drawing symbols in context to give meaning and direction.
Students work individually and collaboratively to identify and sequence steps needed for a design task.
They negotiate and develop plans to complete design tasks, and follow plans to complete design tasks
safely, making adjustments to plans when necessary. Students identify, plan and maintain safety
standards and practices when making designed solutions.

YEAR 7 AND 8 TECHNOLOGIES (ICT)
Learning in Design and Technologies builds on concepts, skills and processes developed in earlier years,
and teachers will revisit, strengthen and extend these as needed.

By the end of Year 8 students will have had the opportunity to create designed solutions at least once in
Materials and technologies specialisations. Students should have opportunities to design and produce
products, services and environments.
In Year 7 and 8 students investigate and select from a range of technologies − materials, systems,
components, tools and equipment. They consider the ways characteristics and properties
of technologies can be combined to design and produce sustainable designed solutions to problems for
individuals and the community, considering society and ethics, and economic, environmental and social
sustainability factors. Students use creativity, innovation and enterprise skills with increasing
independence and collaboration.
Students respond to feedback from others and evaluate design processes used and designed
solutions for preferred futures. They investigate design and technology professions and the contributions
that each makes to society locally, regionally and globally through creativity, innovation and enterprise.
Students evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of design ideas and technologies.
Using a range of technologies including a variety of graphical representation techniques to communicate,
students generate and clarify ideas through sketching, modelling, perspective and orthogonal drawings.
They use a range of symbols and technical terms in a range of contexts to produce patterns, annotated
concept sketches and drawings, using scale, pictorial and aerial views to draw environments.
With greater autonomy, students identify the sequences and steps involved in design tasks. They develop
plans to manage design tasks, including safe and responsible use of materials and tools, and apply
management plans to successfully complete design tasks. Students establish safety procedures that
minimise risk and manage a project with safety and efficiency in mind when making designed solutions.

YEAR 9 AND 10 TECHNOLOGIES (ICT)
Learning in Design and Technologies builds on concepts, skills and processes developed in earlier years,
and teachers will revisit, strengthen and extend these as needed.
By the end of Year 10 students will have had the opportunity to design and produce at least two designed
solutions focused on Materials and technologies specialisations. Students should have opportunities to
experience creating designed solutions for products, services and environments.
In Year 9 and 10 students use design and technologies knowledge and understanding, processes and
production skills and design thinking to produce designed solutions to identified needs or opportunities of
relevance to individuals and regional and global communities. Students work independently and
collaboratively. Problem-solving activities acknowledge the complexities of contemporary life and make
connections to related specialised occupations and further study. Increasingly, study has a global
perspective, with opportunities to understand the complex interdependencies involved in the development
of technologies and enterprises. Students specifically focus on preferred futures, taking into account
ethics; legal issues; social values; economic, environmental and social sustainability factors and using
strategies such as life cycle thinking. Students use creativity, innovation and enterprise skills with
increasing confidence, independence and collaboration.
Using a range of technologies including a variety of graphical representation techniques to communicate,
students generate and represent original ideas and production plans in two and three-dimensional
representations using a range of technical drawings including perspective, scale, orthogonal and
production drawings with sectional and exploded views. They produce rendered, illustrated views for
marketing and use graphic visualisation software to produce dynamic views of virtual products.
Students identify the steps involved in planning the production of designed solutions. They develop
detailed project management plans incorporating elements such as sequenced time, cost and action plans
to manage a range of design tasks safely. They apply management plans, changing direction when
necessary, to successfully complete design tasks. Students identify and establish safety procedures that
minimise risk and manage projects with safety and efficiency in mind, maintaining safety standards and
management procedures to ensure success. They learn to transfer theoretical knowledge to practical
activities across a range of projects.

